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CAREER OBJECTIVE 

I am a diligent computer science student with a knack for learning and improving my skills as a 

computer scientist to a great extent. my objective is to learn, work and utilize myself sincerely 

and ethically. i am looking to secure a post where i can efficiently contribute my skills and abilities 

for the growth of the organization and build my professional career. 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor’s 
American International University – Bangladesh 

2017-present 

- Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering 

CGPA: 3.79/4.00 

International Advance Level 
Dhanmondi Tutorial 

2015-2017 

- Mathematics (A) 

- Physics (B) 

- Chemistry (C) 

International GCSE 
Dhanmondi Tutorial 

2013-2014 

- Mathematics B (A*)  - Further Pure Mathematics (A) 

- Physics (A*)   - Chemistry (A) 
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- Bengali (A)   - English (B) 

- Accounting (B) 

IELTS 
score – 8 

SKILLS 

- Communication 

- Problem Solving 

- Planning and Organizing 

- Computer Literacy: 

 Microsoft Office | Good 

 Microsoft PowerPoint | Good 

 Adobe Photoshop | Good 

 Emu8086 | Moderate 

 AutoCAD | Moderate 

- Programming languages: 

 Python | Good 

 C | Good  

 C++ | Good 

 Java | Good 

 C# | Good 

 HTML | moderate 

 PHP | moderate 

 JavaScript | moderate 

ACADEMIC PROJECTS 

- AIUB Online Learning platform | Laravel, PHP, Blade, JavaScript  

A website catering to the students of AIUB giving them online lectures and materials to 

help them study and further their knowledge during their university time. This project 

was done with PHP on Laravel framework. This project was completed as the final-term 

project of my university course Advanced Programming in Web Technologies. 

Link: https://github.com/sajiff/EduBee-AIUB-online-Learning-Platform 

- AIUB Online Learning platform | HTML, JavaScript, Express.js 

A website catering to the students of AIUB giving them online lectures and materials to 

help them study and further their knowledge during their university time. This project 

was done on Node.js with Express.js framework. This project was completed as the mid-

term project of my university course Advanced Programming in Web Technologies 

Link: https://github.com/sajiff/AIUB_online_learning_platform 

- AIUB forum | HTML, PHP, JavaScript 

A website solely for the benefits of the students of AIUB. This forum lets students post 

queries and get help from other peers, reply to various queries. A moderator can 

maintain and manage posts and the integrity of the website and an admin can manage 
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users on top of what the moderator can do. This project was completed as the final 

project of my university course Web Technologies 

Link: https://github.com/sajiff/AIUB-forum 

- Bus Ticketing System | C# 

An application to manage tickets of various buses of a company. The application allows 

you to buy tickets and manage seats of individual buses of different routes. It also 

allows a manager to add busses and routes. This project was completed as the final 

project of my university course Object Oriented Programming 1 (C#) 

Link: https://github.com/sajiff/Bus_Ticketing_System 

- Project Management System | Java 

An application to help faculties better manage groups and projects allocated to them 

along with a feature to distribute marks. This project was completed as the final project 

of my university course Object Oriented Programming 1 (java) 

link: https://github.com/sajiff/project-management-system 
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